
 

Troubleshooting apps should be this easy 
Troubleshooting an application requires having as much information about the error as 
possible. Errors and Log data provide the information needed, but traditional error 
monitoring & log aggregation solutions usually only provide separate pieces of the puzzle, 
with no connection between the two data sets.  This simply lengthens the troubleshooting 
process, resulting in unhappy users, lowered business productivity and a potential loss in 
revenue. 
  
Stackify SmartELM (Error & Log Management) takes the best of breed functionality of both 
error monitoring & log aggregation solutions and provides them in a single solution with a 
cross-pollination of features so you can focus on actual troubleshooting of your 
applications. 
  
By pulling in every piece of error and log detail that’s available (and needed) into one 
solution, Stackify SmartELM informs you about everything you could possibly want to know 
about an exception, what events led up to it, and how users interacted with your application 
- all at your fingertips. 

Error Monitoring 
Intelligent monitoring with troubleshooting in mind 
  
Stackify SmartELM does more than just provide you a list of errors; it automates the entire 
error monitoring process – from aggregating application errors across multiple servers, to 
intelligently notifying you of error occurrences, to presenting errors in a single, configurable 
view. Stackify SmartELM empowers you to focus in on the error types, frequency, sources, 
and dates, helping to speed up the process of retrieving, finding, and identifying the relevant 
errors and the ones that have the biggest impact. 
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Flexible Aggregation 
Stackify SmartELM provides two ways to aggregate errors and log data from all of your 
applications and servers: either by means of API or via appenders for some of the most 
popular logging tools today including: log4net, log4j, logback, nLog, and Elmah. And, 
because SmartELM automatically de-duplicates errors based on application and 
Environment, the noise and clutter of thousands of lines of log messages are distilled down 
to just the information you care about on a single pane of glass.  
 

 
Figure 1: Stackify’s SmartELM centralizes application errors into a single, powerful dashboard 

Intelligent Notification 
You don’t want to be notified of an error you’re already working on. Stackify SmartELM’s 
alerts can be configured to ensure you are only notified about new or regressed errors from 
the applications you manage.  
 

Comprehensive Visibility 
Don’t go digging to find application errors; errors are presented in a dashboard view to give 
you a complete view of what’s occurring within your applications. Error telemetry provides 
details around the health of your applications, such as the number of errors per 
environment over time, and visual indicators of new errors. You can easily identify when 
errors first occur to isolate on the error that needs to be fixed and not be distracted by the 
same recurring error you already know about. 
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 Powerful Filtering 
You shouldn’t be overwhelmed by a flood of errors. Stackify SmartELM’s dashboard lets 
you quickly focus in on the error or errors you want to see with filtering that aligns with the 
way you troubleshoot applications. Errors can be filtered by time range, based on whether 
they are considered active, resolved, regressed or new, and by environment or application. 
For more detailed views, full text searching within errors empowers you to quickly focus on 
relevant errors. 

Actionable Monitoring 
Monitoring of errors needs to align with the 
troubleshooting process. Stackify SmartELM 
helps you track your progress when working on 
an exception. Issues can be marked as resolved 
and notifications will be triggered for future 
occurrences of the same issue. 
  

Unsurpassed Detail 
For every error, additional detail is collected to 
provide you with needed information about 
what caused the error in question. Error details 
include: 
  

 Environment data – server, application, 
client, and user 

 Stack trace 
 Web request details 
 HTTP headers 
 Query strings 
 Post data 
 Cookie information 
 Server variables 
 Custom variables 

  
By collecting this information, Stackify SmartELM provides you with all the data you won’t 
necessarily find in a logging or error statement, but is part of the data you need to resolve 
the issue. 
  

Figure 2: Enhanced error report provides actionable 
error insight 
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Log Management 
Every application, every detail 
  
Logs should be more than just an endless list of application actions, debug statements, and 
JSON payload data. With Stackify SmartELM, logs become less like information and more 
like intelligence. With powerful search and filtering capabilities, you can focus on details 
leading up to errors, whether on a single application, a single server or across multiple 
servers.   

Log Monitoring 
Sometimes you already know what you’re looking for and either just need to find it quickly 
or simply be alerted when log entries appear. Stackify SmartELM allows saved searches to 
quickly navigate to the log noise to the entries you care about. Search results are monitored 
over time, with custom notifications available to make you aware when entries occur or 
repeat too frequently. 

Flexible Viewing 
Logs can be viewed either in real-time (real-time log tailing), or as a historic point in time, 
with log telemetry showing amounts of log data generated and when errors occur, making it 
easy to spot application anomalies. 

Granular Filtering 
Performing manual searches of logs is not an efficient use of your troubleshooting time.  
Stackify SmartELM gives you some of the most powerful and granular filter options, 
including log levels, and which environment, server and application generated the log entry. 
And like with errors, full text searching delivers the needed log entries quickly, so your time 
will be spent on fixing the problem and not finding it.  

Access to Error Details 
Even when looking at log data, Stackify SmartELM provide you the same access to the error 
details you need to see, giving you a complete picture of what happened, and providing you 
with all the log statements recorded when the exception was reported. 
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Figure 3: Logs can quickly be searched to isolate on relevant entries 

Putting it all together 
With simple error monitoring products, you only know an error occurred, but lack details 
around what actually happened.  And with a log aggregation solution, it's up to you to build 
additional intelligence into the system around error occurrences, re-occurrences, and 
contextual details that were present at the time of the error. 
  
Stackify SmartELM brings these types of solutions into view under a single pane of glass, 
correlating log, error, and transactional data together, to provide total visibility into what is 
actually happening within your applications. With Stackify SmartELM, exceptions and log 
entries are given context, turning information into intelligence. 
  
Monitoring of errors and log data over time turns intelligence into insight, empowering you 
to not just find the source of an error, but to turn application troubleshooting into a 
proactive, fast, and efficient process, improving your application and preventing issues from 
reoccurring. 
Try it now for free at http://www.stackify.com/  
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